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Abstract. We study the influence of natural convection on stability of reaction fronts
in liquids. In our previous article [6] we considered the case where the reactants were in
a liquid phase and the product of the reaction was solid. In this paper we study the case
where both of them are liquid. We carry out a linear stability analysis and show that
the results are essentially different compared to the case of a solid product.

1. Introduction. There are different types of instabilities of reaction fronts. We
mention thermo-diffusional instability, hydrodynamical instability, and convective insta-
bility as examples.

The thermo-diffusional instability appears as a result of competition between heat
production in the reaction zone and heat transfer from the reaction zone to the cold
original reactants. To study this type of instability, the density of the medium can be
taken to be constant to remove the influence of hydrodynamics and to simplify the model.
The stability conditions in this case were studied in [1], [2], [11], [14], and [22].

A hydrodynamical instability of the reaction front can occur if the density of the
medium is variable. Usually it is considered as a given function of the temperature. The
instability is caused by heat expansion of the gas or liquid in the neighbourhood of the
reaction zone, [3], [7], [8], [13], and [28].

By convective instability, we mean that which appears due to natural convection. This
instability can be studied in the pure form if we consider the Boussinesq approximation,
i.e., we neglect the change of density everywhere except for the buoyancy term. The
Boussinesq approximation for the gas combustion was justified and used to study the
front's stability in [14], [16].

Different types of instabilities can interact. It is known that for gas combustion
the natural convection influences the conditions for a hydrodynamical instability [28].
Recent experiments [19] show an interaction between the hydrodynamical and thermo-
diffusional instability for polymerization fronts. Intensity of a turbulent liquid motion
near the reaction front caused by the hydrodynamical instability is not constant. It
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depends on time periodically, according to the one-dimensional pulsations that appear
as a result of the thermo-diffusional instability. Some multidimensional modes where the
liquid motion forms a spatial structure that changes periodically in time also seem to be
observed. However, they are seen less clearly than one-dimensional pulsations.

The theoretical analysis of a one-dimensional model [26] shows that the heat expansion
of the liquid makes the front less stable. This is in accordance with the experimental
results where one-dimensional pulsations are observed below the limit predicted by the
theory for reaction fronts in solids.

The influence of natural convection on the stability of reaction fronts in liquids was
studied in [6]. This work was devoted to the case where the product of the reaction was
solid. An example of reaction fronts with liquid reactants and solid products is provided
by frontal polymerization, [6], [19]. We have shown that the front propagating upward
can cause a cellular instability; for the front propagating downward it cannot take place.
This is to some extent similar to the Rayleigh-Benard convection in the layers of the
liquid heated from below or above.

The natural convection also changes the conditions of the oscillatory thermo-diffusional
instability. Moreover, this influence depends on the direction of the front propagation.
We show that the front propagating upward becomes more stable than without the
hydrodynamics, while the front propagating downward is less stable. This explains why
the thermo-diffusional instability was observed experimentally only for descending fronts
and for values of the parameters where the reaction front in a solid should be stable.

In this work we study stability of reaction fronts in the case where also the product of
the reaction is liquid. This situation can occur for frontal polymerization as well as for
some other processes, [20]—[21], [23]—[24], [25], [27]. The results of the analysis appear to
be essentially different with respect to the case of a solid product.

2. The mathematical model. The mathematical model used here is close to that
in the case of a solid product [6]. However, in the case of a liquid product we should
also consider the equations of motion behind the reaction zone. As will be clear later,
this changes the jump conditions in the reaction zone and can influence the stability
conditions in an essential way.

We consider the heat equation, the equation for the concentration, and the Navier-
Stokes equations under the Boussinesq approximation:

+ V\/T = kAT + qW, (2.1)

+ vVa = w, (2.2)

dv I
~ + (vV)v = + vAv + gP(T - T0)7, (2.3)

divi> = 0, (2.4)

subject to the boundary conditions:

as z —> +00, T = Ti, a = 0, and v = 0,
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and

as z —* -co, T = T(,, a — 1, and v = 0.

Here

X7_fd__d_d_\ a-— — —
\ dx' dy' dz ) ' dx2 + dy2 dz2 '

x, y, z are the spatial variables, —oo < x,y,z < +oo, T is the temperature, a is the
concentration of the reaction product, v is the velocity of the medium, p is the pressure,
k is the coefficient of thermal diffusivity, q is the adiabatic heat release of the reaction,
p is the density, v is the viscosity, 7 is the unit vector in the vertical direction (upward),
/? is the coefficient of thermal expansion, g is the gravity acceleration, To is an average
value of the temperature, T, is the initial temperature, and Tb is the temperature of the
burned mixture given by Tt> = Ti + q.

This model is formulated under the following assumptions:
The chemical reaction is a one-step reaction of order zero. The reaction rate is of the
form

W = k(T)<f>(a),
where

if a < 1,
if a = 1.

The temperature dependence of the reaction rate is given by the Arrhenius law

k(T) = koexp(-E/(RoT)),

where ko is the pre-exponential factor, E is the activation energy (presumed to be large),
and Ro is the universal gas constant, the liquid is incompressible, and in the equation for
the concentration we neglect the diffusion term since the diffusion coefficient for liquids
is usually much less than that of thermal diffusivity.

The equations are nondimensionalized by introducing the dimensionless variables:

xc\ yc\ zc 1 tc\ p c
= —, y 1 = —, z 1 = —, <1 = —, pi - -5-, c 1 = —=,

K K K K c\p yj 2

q _ T^-Tb and c2 = 2kfK R^'b exp(-E/(RoTb)).
q z Jb

Here c gives the velocity of the stationary front in the limit of large Zeldovich number
[18]. For convenience we keep the same notation for the spatial coordinates and the
pressure. The system (2.1)-(2.4) becomes

BO
— +vV6 = Ae + Zexp{6/(Z~1 + 60))<f>(a), (2.5)

Bey.
— + vVa = Z exp (6/(Z~1 + 60))<p(a), (2.6)

Bd
— + („v)v = -Vp + PAv + PR{0 + 0°)7, (2.7)

divu = 0, (2.8)
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with the boundary conditions:

as z —> +00, 9 = —1, a = 0, and v = 0,
as z —* —00, 9 = 0, a = 1, and v = 0.

Here P = v/k is the Prandtl number, R = (g/3gK2)/(j/c3) is the Rayleigh number,
Z = qE / (R$T2) is the Zeldovich number, 6 = RoTb/E, and 9° = (Tb — T0)/q.

3. The asymptotic derivation of the model. To study the problem analytically
we use a conventional approach for combustion problems based on matching asymptotic
expansions (see [5], [6], [14], [15], [28], [29]). It allows us to reduce the problem (2.5)-(2.8)
to an interface problem.

We carry out the formal asymptotic analysis with e = Z~l as a small parameter, and
derive a closed interface problem.

Let Q{x,y,t) denote the location of the reaction zone and introduce the new indepen-
dent variable:

zi=z- C (x,y,t).

Then we rewrite (2.5)-(2.8) in the form

^ + vVO = A6 + Z exp(#/(Z^1 + S0))<j>(a), (3.1)

+ v^a = z exp^/(z_1 + ^))^(a)' (3-2)

%, ~ ^ § + {v^)v = ~^p+p^v + Q{6 + d°h' (3-3)

dvx dvx d( dvy dvv d( dvz =
dx dZl dx dy dZl dy dz, [ '

where
d2 d2 d( d2 dC,

dx2 dy2 dz2 ^ dxdzi dx ^ dydz\ dy

&(fac\2 (dcV\
dzf y \dx J \dy) J dzi \dx2 dy2 ) '

- / d d dC d_ __d_<K d \
\ dx dz\ dx' dy dzi dy' dz\ ) '

and

Q = PR-
We seek the outer expansion of problem (3.1)-(3.4) in the form

9 = $o ~t~ z9\ + • • • , a = a0 + eo.\ + • • • ,

V = v0 + £Vi H , p = Po + epi H ■

To obtain the jump conditions in the reaction zone we consider the inner problem using
the stretching coordinate rj defined by 77 = zie*1.
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We look for the inner solution in the form

9 = e6\ + • • • , a — c*o -H £<^1 + ■ • • j (3-5)

v = €>o + £#i H , p = p0 + £pi-\ , C = Co + eCi H • (3-6)

Substituting (3.5)-(3.6) into (3.1)-(3.4), equating coefficients of like powers of e, and
limiting ourselves to 0(e2), we obtain:

Order s~2:

K1 + (t)2 + (f)l0^
Order s x:

^)2 + (W1 ^ + "P(»'/(1 + «».Mao) = 0, (3.8)

daodCo Sa„ ^+ . ^ ^ , = exp(#1/(i + Wl))^(a0), (3.9)
<9r/ dt dr) \ 1 dx " dy

dv0x aCo - 5Co - <9f}0 <9Co , _ duo <9p0 , p / , d2^i , F <^o
dr) dt x dr) dx y dr] dy ' dr] dr] \ dr]2 dr]

(3.10)

dv^ ^(0 dv0y dCo dv0z _
dr] dx dr] dy dr]

Order e°:

(3.12)

dvo _ dvidCo _ dvodQ_ ^^_^dCo_dvodCi\ dv0 dCo
dt dr] dt dr] dt V°x \ dx dr] dx drj dx J Vlx dr/ dx

. dv0 dCo . _ (dv0 dvi dCo dv0 d(i \ dvi _ dv0
Vly dr] dy V°y \ dy drj dy dr] dy J V°z dr] Vlz dr]
V7 ~ , * 9P0 , + dVl

— —V0P0 + ti~^—f" to~^-dr] dri

+ p(^+l30 + F„|l+(4^ + F1f2 + AA)+O7<\ dr]* dr]z dr] dr]1 dr/ J

d^ _ d^^ _ d^dCi dvo^ _ dvi^d^o _ dvo^d^ dv^ =
dx dr] dx dr] dx dy dr] dy dr] dy dr]
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Order e1:

dvi / dv2 dQ, dii t <9Ci dv0 d& \ . / dvi dv1 d(i dv0 d(2 dv2 dCo
dt \ dr] dt dr/ dt drj dt J V°x \ dx dr] dx dt] dx dr] dx

^^ _ dvod^_ _ dv^d(o\ _ ^ <9vo<9Co (dvx dvx d(i
Vlx \ dx dr/ dx dr] dx J V2x dr] dx V°v \ dy dr/ dy

_dvo dC^ _ dv2 dQ0
dr] dy dr] dy

(dv0 dv0 d(i dvi dCo \ _ dv0 dC,0 dv2 dv: dv0
ly \ dy dr] dy dr] dy ) V2y dr] dy V°* dr] Vlz dr] V2z dr]

dp2 dpi __ _ dpo ( d2v3 d2v2 dv2
= to-f- + ti-fi - V0pi +t2-^ + P[ A—f + i3—1 + F0~dr] dr/ dr] \ dr]z dr]z dr]

+Fi^ + A1v1 + F2^j + Q70u

(3.14)

dvix _ dv2x d(0 _ dvlx d(i _ dv0x d(2 dvly _ dv2y d(0
dx dr] dx dr] dx dr] dx dy dr] dy

_ dviy dCi _ dv0y d(2 dv% _
dr] dy drj dy dr]

Order e2:

dv2x dv3x dCo dv2x dCi dvlx d(2 dv0x dC,z + dv2y

(3.15)

dx dr] dx dr] dx dr] dx dr] dx dy
_d^^_d^^_dv1±d(2_dvoJLdC3 dv^ =

dr] dy dr] dy dr] dy dr] dy dr]
Here

d2 d2 _ / d d n
2 A 2 ' 0 I r\ 5 r\ ) 0oxz oyz \ ox ay

= + + ; = 0,1,2,
dx dx dy dy J \ dx2 dy2 J

. ,'dto d(0 \ fdCi d(t \ . {d(0 <9Ci <9Co <9Ci'
to= -£-,-r-,-l , U= ( , 0 for i = 1,2, t3 = 2 \,dx dy J \dx dy J \dx dx dy dy J

4 V dx) V dy) dx 8x dy dy I V dx) \ dy

where I is the identity operator. The matching conditions as r] —> ±oo are (cf. Appendix
A):

wo ~ w0|2l=±0, (3-17)
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| V + Vl\Zl=±0, (3.18)Vl
dvo
dz\ 2X=±0 ,

X>2 ~ —
1 f d2vo 2 , / dvl

V + 1
z i=±0j dz\ Z\ =±0 i2 dz\

and

2 , I dv2

V + v2\z!=±o, (3.19)

1 I d3v0
v3 J6 ^ dzf

while as i) +00:

8l ~ #l|zi=+0

and as r] —> —00:

2l=±0/

. dzi

1 I ^
zi=±0 >

I r? + V3U1=±o, (3.20)

zi=+o.
77, ao-^0, (3.21)

0i~0iU=-o, a0-l. (3.22)

Prom (3.7), we obtain

=0.
dr]2

Thus ^0(77) is a linear function of r] and from the boundedness of the velocity it is
identically constant. Using (3.17) we have

fo|zi=+o — ̂ o|z1=-o! (3.23)

f*=0. (3.24)
Thus the first term of the outer expansion of the velocity, vo, is continuous at the front.

In view of (3.24), Eqs. (3.10), (3.13) take the form

<*»>

and
dv0x _ dvu (Ko dvoy_ _ di% dCo dih± = f)
dx dr] dx dy dr] dy dr] ' 1 ' '

Differentiation of (3.26) with respect to r\ gives

dV.dCo d2vly d(0 d2vu
dr]2 dx drf dy dr]2

Multiplying the first equation of (3.25) by the second by ^, and the third by —1
and adding, we obtain

PA (d2{)lx — I d2ily 9^° - d2iu ^ +.4— =0
I  Z±_ - _1_  f_ "    _±_ 1 _1_ /\

\ drf dx dr]2 dy drf ) drj
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It follows from this and (3.27) that

t* = 0- (3-28)
From (3.25) we then have

d2vi 0. (3.29)
dr]2

Using (3.18) and the boundedness of the solution, we obtain the continuity of the first-
order term of the outer expansion and of the first derivative of the zero-order term:

dvp
dz\

_ dvo
zi=+0 dz1 (3.30)

Zl=-0

^iUi=+o — wi|Zi=_o.

Differentiating (3.15) twice and (3.12) once with respect to tj and using (3.24), (3.28),
(3.29), we have:

<°W+PAW=°- (331)

d^dCo d3v2y d(0 d3v2z
dr]3 dx dr]3 dy dr]3

Multiplying the components of (3.31) respectively by and —1 and adding,

PA I93^ d<*° + d(0 _ d3v2z \ =
dr]3 dx dr]3 dy dr]3 J dr]2

Thus

and

d2p
dr]2

d3v2

= 0 (3.33)

= 0. (3.34)
dr]3

From (3.19) and boundedness, the following jump conditions result:

d2v0

dz\
dv i
dz\

_ d2vo

zi=+0 9zl

dvi
dz\

Z\= — 0

(3.35)
21= —0Zi =+0

^2|zi=+0 - V2\Zl = -0-

Taking the third derivative of (3.16) and the second derivative of (3.14) with respect to
r] and using (3.24), (3.28), (3.29), (3.33), and (3.34), we have

W + PAW+*Wt«l^+PA7iJ + <3t-£T = °. <336>
d4V3x d(o d4v3y d(o d4v3z _
dr]4 dx dr]4 dy dr]4
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Proceeding as before, we get

PA fdV dCo d^dCo _ d^\
\ drf dx drf dy drj4 J dr/3 dr]2

Thus from (3.37) and (3.36) we obtain

and

d20i . d*v3
70 drj2 drf ^ ' -1

with
d(0 R d(o R R R

7o = ftr A2' 8y A2' A2 A
Integrating (3.38) with respect to 77, and using (3.20), (3.21), and (3.22) we have

d3v0
dzf

_ d3^o
Zl=-o dzi

d0o= -70 ~K—
OZ\

(3.39)
z\ =+0z\—+0

The equations (3.23), (3.30), (3.35), and (3.39) give the jump conditions for the velocity
at the front.

Introduce
- dCo <9Co -

From (3.9), (3.11), and (3.24) it follows that cio is a monotonic function satisfying 0 <
ot0 < 1. Since we only consider the zero-order reaction, (j)(ao) = 1- Thus, multiplying
(3.8) by and integrating, we obtain

2 r-e 1
= 2A~1 / exp(r/(l + 6t)) dr. (3.40)

J — OO

f ~ \ 2
90i \ dOi

drjI dq )

Subtracting (3.8) from (3.9) and integrating, we have

00i
drj

891
dr/

= -W^ + »)- 011)

Equations (3.40)-(3.41) give the jump conditions for the temperature across the front.
Using the matching conditions above and truncating the expansion [12] as

9o~0, 0i|Zl=_o ~ Z9\Zi=q, Co ~ C> vo ~ v,

we can rewrite the jump conditions as
2d6 N 2

dz
de_
dzi

_i (3.42)

= 2Z(1+(|) +(S)) j_jMT/(Z-'+6T))dT,
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2 /Q> \ 2\ "<9(9
dz\

80
+o dz\

ocy (dc
l+\dx) +\dy

dcf d( d(
0i+(V'ai + ""9y

(3.43)

dvz
dzi

z\ =0 J

^ z I z\ =-j~o = rvz\zi=—0i (3.44)

dvz

z i=+0 dz\ Zl=-o

d2vz _ d2vz
z1=+0_ dzidzf

(3.45)

(3.46)
z i =—0

and

d3v.
dz\

d:iv.
i=—o dzi z\ =+0

2 / 2\ _1_ ! + ,•«£ V +/«C
dx) \dy

-IS (3.47)

z\ =+0

Note that we need only consider the matching condition for the component vz of the
velocity since the other components are not used below.

4. The interface problem. We further study the following interface problem which
approximates the original system (2.5)-(2.8):

*>C:
30
— + vV6 = Ad, (4.1)

a = 0, (4.2)

_ + (<A7)u =-Vp + PA-U + Q(0 + 0°)7, (4.3)

divw = 0, (4.4)

2 < C:

z = £

BO
— + t>V6> = AO, (4.5)

a = 1, (4.6)

= -Vp + PAv + Q(6 + 0°)7, (4.7)
divv = 0, (4.8)

#!c-o = (4.9)
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-1
86
8z C-o

86
dz

8C\2 fd(
c+0 i1+ + \dy

8( ( 8( d(
dt + [Vxdx+Vydy

(4.10)

86^ 2
dz dzC-o

86 N 2

= -2Z | 1 + ( p-
OX

C+o
2 (4.11)+(D)

fzlc-o — ̂ zlc+o, (4-12)
8vz
8z

82v,
8z2

8vz
C-o ~~ dz

82v
C+o

dz2C-o uz

(4.13)

(4.14)
C+o

83i
8z3

83i

C-o 8z3 -R U+l'*V+f£
C+o 8x J \8y

8CV fd(Y\ 1 \ 96
(4.15)

1+{8x)+{dy) 1 ) dz C+o

with the conditions at infinity:

2 = — oo: 6 = 0, v = 0, z = +oo: 6 = —1, v = 0. (4-16)

5. Linear stability analysis. In this section we present the linear stability analysis
of the steady-state solution for the interface problem (4.1)-(4.16).

This problem has a traveling wave solution:

(6(x,y,z,t),a(x,y,z,t),v) = (6s(z - ut),as(z - ut),0)

where

(6s(z2,t),as(z2,t)) = f(0'1}' Z2<° (5.1)
[(exp(-uz2) - 1,1), z2 > 0

Z2 = z — ut for u — c.

This solution will be referred to as a basic solution. It is a stationary solution of (4.1)-
(4.16) written in the moving coordinates, where equations (4.1), (4.5) and (4.3), (4.7)
are replaced by

^-+vV6 = A0 + ui- (5.2)
8t 8z2
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and

— + (vV)v = -Vp + PAv + u— + Q{9 + 0°)7, (5.3)
Ot OZ<2

respectively, and all other equations remain unchanged.
We look for a solution of the form of the perturbed stationary solution:

9 = 0S + 6, p = ps+P, v = vs + v. (5.4)

Substituting (5.4) into (5.2)—(5.3), for the first-order terms we obtain:
^2 >

f = A<i + 0|--SA (5-5)

dv dv— = -Vp + PAv + u- 1-Qdj, (5.6)
at az2

div v = 0,

22 < £:

M a n M— = Ad + u—, (5.7)
ot OZ2

^ = -Vp + PAv + u^- + Q6y, (5.8)

div v = 0

with £ = £ — ut.
We denote

(»,«)=?«<e; (5.9)
[(02,V2) for 2:2 > £.

We linearize now the jump conditions (4.9)-(4.15). Taking into account that

%to = 0a(±O)+^(±O) + 0(±O),

dz2
f)f)

= e's(±o) + ̂ (±o)+ —
«±0 dz2

€±0
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up to the high-order terms, we obtain

22=0

<9fli
dz2

2 C i"e+w2

= «£, (5.10)
22=0

502
dz2 = - ^ + ®»l»2=o, (5-11)

22=0

u dz2
22=0

(5.12)
22=0

V2j*2=o = viJZ2=0, (5-13)

9^2

dzf

<9#lz
*2=0 dz2

d2£l,

22=0

93{)'2*

dzf

*2=0 ^z2

d3ii

*2=0 ^2

22=0

22=0

(5.14)

(5.15)

(5.16)

Consider perturbations in the form

Oi — Oi(z2)exp(u>t + i(kix + k2y)), i = 1,2, (5-17)
viz = Vi(z2) exp(ut + i(kix + k2y)), i = 1,2, (5.18)

^ = £i exp(wi + «(fexx + fc2y)). (5.19)

Here £i is the amplitude, w the frequency, and fci, k2 the wavenumbers. Substituting
(5.16)—(5.18) into (5.9)—(5.15), we have

02(O)-0i(O) =Siu, (5.20)

^2(0) - #1(0) - -Ei(u> + u2) +Vi(0), (5.21)

u2e i+02(O) = --0i (0), (5.22)

4i)(0) = ^i)(0), i = 0,l,2,3, (5.23)
where

«"> = pt, * = I9.c*z* 02:

To find the perturbation terms we apply the transformation rot rot to equations (5.6),
(5.8). This allows us to eliminate the pressure and to consider only the velocity compo-
nent vz. Equations (5.6), (5.8) become

A Q

—Avz - —— Avz = PAAvz + QAi0 (5-24)
at 0Z2

for z2 > £ and z2 < £. Substituting (5.1), (5.17), and (5.18) into (5.5), (5.7), and (5.24),
we have

uj{v" — k2Vi) — u(v2" - k2v[) = P(v2" - k2v'l + k4Vi) - Qk29i, i = 1,2, (5.25)
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u>02 — u0'2 + v0's = 02 — k2d 2, (5.26)

uj6\ — u6[ = 0" — k2&i, (5.27)

where k2 = fc2 + k2. Introducing the linear differential operators defined by

L\v — Pv"" + ui1"' — (2Pk2 + u>)v" — uk2v' + k2(Pk2 + lo)v,

L26 = 0" + u9' - (fc2 + u)0,

we write Eqs. (5.25)-(5.27) as

L\Vi — Qk29i, P — 1,2, (5.28)
L292 = -ue~UZ2v2, L26\ = 0. (5.29)

Recall that the perturbations decay at infinity; so u(±oo) = 0, #(±00) = 0. The general
solutions of (5.28) and (5.29) are

0i(z2) = bisi(z2), 02(z2) = bis1(z2) + b2s2(z2) + b3s3(z2), (5.30)

V\{z2) = Wi(z2) + b2ui2(z2) + b3u>3(z2), V2(z2) = biWi(z2) + b2w2(z2) + b3w3(z2),

(5.31)

where 61, b2, b3, b\, b2, b3 are arbitrary constants, and

uii(z2) = die"'22, i= 1,2,3, §i(z2) = eaiZ2, (5.32)
OO OO

Wi = Si = Y.cgS*"*, i— 1,2,3, (5.33)
j=1 j=1

^~~i + Vt+/c2+w' ^2_+A:' ^--^ + v^+fc2 + ^'

<Jn = "i"VT+/c2+w' a2i = ~k' a31 = ~jp~v^2+fc2 + ^'

where k is definitely supposed to be positive, and

— c)j 1 w, i 1,2,3, j 2,3,...,

Cll = 1, C21 = C31 = 0, (I21 = 031 = 1,

52 = 1, 03 = 1)

  Qk C\j . 10^
ai3 {cr2j - k2)(Pa2j + uaij - (Pk2 + w))' ^

Qk2
ai =

(<r2 — k2){Pd\ + u&\ — (Pk2 + lj)) '

ci,j+1 — ~~2 T /, 2 1 \' ^ — 15 2,3, j— 1,2,3,...,
<7fj + l + + i - (*? + w)

7. _  Qfc ci,j+i  ■ _ 9 q j — 1 9 s
•n,J + l — / _9 , 9\/ i-» _9 ,  / r>7.9 . .\\ ' ' ' -/ ' ' > * • ' *(cr2j+1 - fc2)(Fo-2J+1 + ucriJ+1 - (PA;2 + w)):
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We assume that

(a'l — k2)(Paj + uai - (Pk2 + a;)) ^ 0,

(a2- - k2)(Pcr2j + ucTij - {Pk2 + w)) ^ 0,

for i = 1 and j = 1, 2,3,... and for i = 2,3, and j = 2,3,... that

ofj + uo-jj - (k2 +w) ^ 0,

for i = 1,2,3 and j = 2,3, 
Note that the series (5.33) converge, and the solutions (Wi,Si), i — 1,2,3 are linearly

independent if the numbers an are different, i.e., P / 1 and P ^ oo (see [6]).

6. The dispersion relation. In this section we determine the stability boundary.
For this we substitute 0,, Vi, i — 1,2, as given by (5.30), (5.31), into the matching
conditions (5.20)-(5.23). We obtain a system of seven linear homogeneous algebraic
equations with the seven unknowns b\, b2, 63, 61, b2, b3, e\. To obtain a nontrivial
solution of this system requires the dispersion relation, i.e., an equality that includes the
eigenvalue w and various parameters of the problem. If ui lies on the imaginary axis, the
dispersion relation determines the stability boundary. It is the cellular stability boundary
if cj = 0, and the oscillatory stability boundary if u = i<f> for <f> ^ 0.

Some analysis of the dispersion relation can be obtained without a concrete form for
the perturbations. Denote

4cv 4k2

so that

d — \ 1 H j + 2 ,uz uz

cri = ^(d-l) and 61 fa) = &ieaiZ2.

We now assume that ui ^ 0 and 61 7^ 0. Eliminating £1 from (5.20)-(5.21) we have

lfli(O) 1%(0) | 1^(0) u> + u? /fla(Q) \ (61)
u 61(0) ue 1(0) u 61 (0) u2 Vdi(o)

and
"'"i(6.2)
u#i(0) u2 V 6>i (0) ) u^i(0) u2

Let us introduce the following notation:

1 0'2{ 0) _ 1 0[ (0) _ 1 t>i(Q)
+ ud 2(0)' w^i(0)' 2 u^i(0)'

_ 02(0) _ u _ _ Z
^1 //-v\ 5 ^1 2 ' 1 201 (0) U1 UZ

assuming that 02(0) 7^ 0. Then, from (6.1)-(6.2),

a- - a+ai +az = (wi + 1)(cti - 1), (6.3)

-a- +wi(<ti - 1) - <r2 = Zx. (6.4)
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We now express a\ from (6.4) and substitute into (6.3) to obtain

—er+ ̂ Z\ + u>i H — — LO\Z\ + Z\ -\ — f <rz. (6-5)

This equation includes the eigenvalue ui and the functions a+ and az which can be
found from the equations for the perturbations, i.e., cr+ = a+(R,LO,k,P,u), crz =
az(R,uj,k, P,u) (see section 5).

We now consider some limiting cases for the general dispersion relation (6.5):
(i) If the product of the reaction is a solid, the perturbation of the velocity is zero for

Z2 < £; so the continuity of the velocity implies that Ui(0) = 0 (i.e., that az = 0). In
this case the dispersion relation (6.5) coincides with that for the problem with a solid
product [6]:

(r, d-l\ „ d- 1—<r+ I Z\ + uji H  — J — Z\ H   V iO\Z\.

(ii) If the Rayleigh number is zero, then the perturbation of the velocity is zero for
Z2 < £ and Z2 > £• In this case we have

Thus

@2 — c2eM222, /i2 = -^(d+ 1).

1 + d
<?+ = 2~, crz=0

and (6.5) becomes

2Z\ (2wi + 1 — d) = 2ui (1 d) -(- (1 — d)^.

This dispersion relation coincides with that for the condensed phase combustion [1].
6.1. Oscillatory stability boundary. To find the oscillatory stability boundary, we sub-

stitute u> = i<j), cj) 7^ 0 and Vi, i = 1,2 given by (5.30), (5.31) in (5.20)-(5.23). As
was mentioned above, we obtain a linear algebraic system of seven equations with seven
unknowns bi, bi, i = 1,3 and e\. The condition for nontrivial solvability of this system
is a zero determinant. We note that it is a complex equation. Separating real and imag-
inary parts, we obtain two real equations. From them we find the unknown frequency </>
and the values of parameters that give the stability boundary. We finally note that the
dispersion relation is very complicated and that it can only be analyzed numerically.

Figure 1 shows the critical values of the Zeldovich number as a function of the
wavenumber for different values of the Rayleigh number that give the oscillatory sta-
bility boundary. The front propagating upward (R > 0) appears to be more unstable
with respect to multidimensional perturbations (k ^ 0) than in the pure combustion
problem without hydrodynamics (R = 0); the front propagating downward (R < 0) is
more stable.

We recall that to find the stability boundary we used only the component vz of the
perturbed velocity. When this component is known, the two others can easily be found.
Indeed, from the third equation in (5.6) and (5.8) we find the perturbation of the pressure.
Substituting it into the second equation in (5.6) and (5.8), we find vy. Then vx can be
found from the incompressibility condition, div v = 0.
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wavenumber (k)

Fig. 1. Critical value of Z as a function of the wavenumber k for
different values of R; P = 0.5, u = \/2, (1) R = —50, (2) R = —10,
(3) R = 0, (4) R = 10, (5) = 50

Consider, for simplicity, the two-dimensional case. We have for j = 1,2:

= (zz) exp(w£ + ik\x), VjZ = Vj(z2) exp(uit + ik\x), u> = i(f>.

Here j = 1 corresponds to £ > z2 and j = 2 to £ < 22. Denote by tpj the stream function.
Then

dtpj dipj , .
(611>

We find tl>j from the first equality in (6.1.1),
1

x/jj(x,z2) = —Vj(z2)exp(uit + ikix),
Kl

and from the second equality,

. i dvj(z2) , , .
^x(a;, 22) = ^ exp(w£ + ikix).

We note that along with the functions 0 and v, their complex conjugates and, conse-
quently, the functions Re(0) and Re(u) also satisfy Eq. (5.24).

Figures 2a, 3a, 4a, 5a, 5b, and 5c (see pp. 18-22) show the velocity field found as
the level lines of the real part of the stream function for the ascending and descending
fronts, for oscillatory (pulsating) stability boundary in the space of parameters. Also,
the perturbation of the temperature and the component vz of the velocity as functions
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10

-10
-10 -5 0 5 10

Fig. 2a. The streamlines of the perturbed velocity field (ascending
front) (here and in the other figures the arrow shows the direction
of the front propagation) for R = 10, k — 1.34, Z = 8, P = 0.5,
u = V2,4> = 7.0788

of z are shown in Figs. 2b, 3b, and 4b (see pp. 19-21). Figures 5a and 5b (see pp. 21
and 22) show the influence of the Prandtl number on the form of the streamlines of the
perturbed velocity field.

In the case of a solid product the similar functions are sketched in Figs. 6a, 6b, 7a,
and 7b (see pp. 23 and 24).

6.2. Cellular stability boundary. To find the cellular stability boundary, we put ui = 0.
Then Eqs. (5.20)-(5.23) become

02(0) + uOo(0) - 6[ (0) - u0\ (0) — ui (0) = 0, (6.2.1)

4i)(0) = wi°(0), * = 0,1,2,3, (6.2.2)

Zl=-d~^-az. (6.2.3)

As before the solvability condition gives the stability boundary.
The critical value of the Zeldovich number as a function of the wavenumber is shown

in Fig. 8 (see p. 25).
We note that not only ascending fronts (R > 0) but also descending fronts (jR < 0)

can be unstable (Fig. 9 on p. 26). This is a principal difference between the problem
under consideration and the case of a solid product [6] where the cellular instability for
a descending front cannot occur. Another difference is that the stability boundary in
the case of a liquid product depends on the value of the Zeldovich number. Increasing Z
makes the front propagating upward more stable and the front propagating downward
less stable.

Figure 10 (see p. 27) shows the critical value of the Rayleigh number found numerically
as a function of the wavenumber for different values of the Prandtl number. We conclude
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Fig. 2b. (1) 9 as a function of the variable z (ascending front), (2)
vz as a function of z for R = 10, k = 1.34, Z = 8, P = 0.5, u = \/2,
<t> = 7.0788

10

■10
-10 -5 0 5 10

Fig. 3a. The streamlines of the perturbed velocity field (ascending
front) for R = 50, k = 1.68, Z = 8, P = 0.5, u = V2, <j> = 8.2011

that for ascending as well as for descending fronts, decrease of P makes the front more
stable.
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Fig. 3b. (1) 9 as a function of the variable 2 (ascending front), (2)
vz as a function of 2 for _R = 50, k = 1.68, Z = 8, P = 0.5, u = \/2,
<t> = 8.2011
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Fig. 4a. The streamlines of the perturbed velocity field (descending
front) for R = -50, k = 0.7, Z = 8, P = 0.5, u = V%,4> = 5.03054
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Fig. 4b. (1) 6 as a function of the variable z (descending front), (2)
vz as a function of z for R = —50, k = 0.7, Z = 8, P = 0.5, u = \/2,
4> = 5.03054
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Fig. 5a. The streamlines of the perturbed velocity field for R = 10,
k = 1.55, Z = 8, P = 2.5, u = V2,4>= 7.9094
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■10 -5 0 5 10

Fig. 5b. The streamlines of the perturbed velocity field for R = 10,
k = 1.55, Z = 8, P = 4.5, u = \/2, <f> = 7.9176
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Fig. 5c. The streamlines of the perturbed velocity field for R = 20,
k = 0.5, Z = 7.795, P = 0.5, u=s/2, <j> = 3.945

As in subsection 6.1, Figs. 11a, 12a, 13a (see pp. 27-29) show the streamlines of the
perturbed velocity field for the ascending and descending fronts, for the cellular (steady)
stability boundary in the parameter space. Figures lib, 12b, 13b (see pp. 28-30) show
the perturbation of the temperature and the component vz of the velocity as a function
of z. Figures 14a and 14b (see pp. 30 and 31) show the same functions for the case of a
solid product for the front propagating upward.
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FlG. 6a. The streamlines of the perturbed velocity field (in the case
of a solid product and an ascending front) for R = 40, k = 1.2,
Z = 8, P = 0.5, u = V2,<f> = 4.536

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5

Fig. 6b. (1) 8 as a function of the variable z, (2) vz as a function of
2 for R = 40, k = 1.2, Z = 8, P = 0.5, u = V2, </> = 4.536

Figure 15 (see p. 32) qualitatively shows the stability boundary in the (R, Z)-plane
for different values of the wavenumber.
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Stream function

Fig. 7a. The streamlines of the perturbed velocity field (in the case
of a solid product and a descending front) for R = —20, k = 1.3,
Z = 8, P = 0.5, u = V2,<t> = 4.833

-1.2
-5 -4.5 -4 -3.5 -3 -2.5 -2 -1.5 -1 -0.5

Fig. 7b. (1) 9 as a function of the variable z, (2) vz as a function of
z for R = -20, k = 1.3, Z = 8, P = 0.5, u = V2, <j> = 4.833
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Fig. 8. Critical value of Z as a function of k for different values of
R\ P = 0.5, u = \f2

7. Discussion.
7.1. The influence of the reaction on convective instability. We begin the discussion

of the results obtained in the case of cellular instability.
We recall the main result in the case of a front with a solid product: ascending fronts

are unstable for sufficiently large Rayleigh numbers while descending fronts are always
stable. This is to some extent similar to the Rayleigh-Benard convection for a layer of
liquid heated from below or from above, and also has a clear physical interpretation.
For the front propagating upward the hot products of the reaction are below the cold
original reactants and heat them. It can cause convection of the liquid above the front.
For a front propagating downward hot products of the reaction heat the cold liquid from
above, and there is no reason for convection to occur.

The principal difference for the case of a liquid product is that convective instability
can occur for a descending front also (Fig. 9 on p. 26). We give the following physical
explanation of this phenomenon: Suppose there is a temperature perturbation on the
front, i.e., a small spot where the temperature is greater than the adiabatic one. It can
cause the liquid motion as shown in Fig. 13a (see p. 29). The liquid motion toward
the hot spot decreases the heat loss from it due to heat diffusion and causes a further
increase of temperature. This self-accelerating process can lead to instability.
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Fig. 9. Critical value of R as a function of k for different values of
Z; P = 0.5, u = y/2, (1) Z = 8, (2) Z = 20, (3) Z = 40, (4) Z = 100,
(5) Z = 160, (6) Z = 400

The asymptotic results show that descending fronts become less stable with increase
of the Zeldovich number (Fig. 9). We recall that this parameter determines the temper-
ature dependence of the reaction rate. The greater the Zeldovich number, the less the
temperature interval where the reaction occurs. Thus if Z is large, in the framework of
the mechanisms described before, the liquid comes to the hot spot unreacted and the
whole temperature release due to the reaction occurs there. If Z is small, the liquid
comes there partially reacted, and the increase of temperature at the hot spot is less.

It is interesting that for ascending fronts the effect of increase of Z is opposite. For
large Zeldovich numbers the front is more stable (Fig. 9). It can also be explained by
means of the temperature dependence of the reaction rate. Consider a small drop of
liquid that moves from the front upward because of convection (Fig. 11a). Two processes
should be taken into account: heat release because of the reaction and heat loss because
of diffusion from the drop to the surrounding medium. When the drop goes away from
the front, the temperature of the surrounding medium decreases and the temperature
in the drop also decreases. In the case of large Z, the reaction in the drop stops, the
drop cools and the driving force of convection disappears. For small Z. the reaction can
continue even if the drop is rather far from the front. It keeps the temperature in the
drop higher and supports convection.

We note that for a solid product the stability condition does not depend on Z (see
[6]). Probably it can be explained by the location of the vortices with respect to the
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Fig. 10. Critical value of R as a function of k for different values of
P; u = \/2, Z = 160, (1) P = 0.5, (2) P = 1.5, (3) P = 2.5, (4)
P = 10.5, Z = 16, (5) P = 0.5, (6) P = 1.5, (7) P = 2.5
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Fig. 11a. The streamlines of the perturbed velocity field (ascending
front) for R = 20, k = 0.7195, Z = 8, P = 0.5, u = \/2, uj = 0
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Fig. lib. (1) 9 as a function of the variable z, (2) vz as a function
of z for ft = 20, k = 0.7195, Z = S, P = 0.5, u = V2, uj = 0
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Fig. 12a. The streamlines of the perturbed velocity field (ascending
front) for R = 45, k = 1.785, Z = 8, P = 0.5, u = \/2, uj = 0

front. In the case of a solid product the velocity component vx decreases the heat loss
from the drop while in the case of a liquid product this effect is less essential.
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Fig. 12b. (1) 9 as a function of the variable z, (2) vz as a function
of z for R — 45, k = 1.785, Z = 8, P = 0.5, u = V2, w = 0

-10 -5 0 5 10

Fig. 13a. The streamlines of the perturbed velocity field (descending
front) for R = -30, k = 0.8805, Z = 8, P = 0.5, u = v/2, = 0

One more difference between the cases of solid and liquid products is that for the first
the temperature perturbation behind the front is always zero [6], while for the second this
is not so. As before this can be explained in terms of interaction between heat diffusion
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Fig. 13b. (1) 6 as a function of the variable 2, (2) vz as a function
of 2 for R = -30, k = 0.8805, Z = 8, P = 0.5, u = V5, ui = 0
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Fig. 14a. The streamlines of the perturbed velocity field (in the case
of a solid product and an ascending front) for R = 35, k = 0.9015,
F = 2, u = \/2, a; = 0

and hydrodynamics. The temperature perturbation before the front induces that behind
it. In the case of a solid product the temperature difference behind the front is decreased
by heat diffusion. In the case of a liquid product there is also liquid motion behind the
front that decreases the effect of diffusion.
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Fig. 14b. (1) 8 as a function of the variable z, (2) vz as a function
of 2 for R = 35, k = 0.9015, P = 2, u = \/2, w = 0

Two remarks about convective instability concern the number of vortices and the
long-wave instability.

In the case of an ascending front and a solid product there is only one vortex ahead
of the front (Fig. 14a). For the case of a liquid product there is one more vortex behind
it (Fig. 11a, for example) induced by the first one. The liquid motion is not caused by
gravity but is opposite it. This means that a part of the liquid with a higher temperature
goes down while more cold liquid goes up. In the case of a descending front there is only
one vortex behind the front (Fig. 13a).

Finally, consider the behaviour of the stability boundary as k —» 0. For an ascending
front and a solid product the critical value of the Rayleigh number tends to a positive
constant as k —* 0 [6]; in the case of a liquid product it tends to zero (Fig. 9). Thus a
solid product stabilizes the front.

7.2. The influence of convection on thermal instability. We now proceed to discuss
oscillatory instability. We again recall the main result for the case of a solid product.
Ascending fronts (R > 0) are more stable than those without hydrodynamics (R = 0);
descending fronts (R < 0) are less stable [6]. The explanation of the influence of convec-
tion on oscillatory instability is quite clear: for the front propagating upward, convective
motion increases the heat loss from the front; for the front propagating downward, it is
decreased.

It appears that in the case of a liquid product the influence of hydrodynamics is
opposite. In the case of ascending fronts (R > 0) the front is less stable than for R = 0
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Fig. 15. Stability domain on (R, Z)-plane for different values of
P = 0.5, u = y/2, (a) k =5 1.5, (b) k = 0.75, (c) k = 0.3705, (d)
k = 0.1

(without hydrodynamics); in the case of descending fronts (R < 0) the front is more
stable (Fig. 1). To give a physical explanation of this effect we should take into account
the following factors which determine the front stability in the case of ascending fronts

(.R > 0):
(1) Convection increases the front's perturbations. Indeed, if there is a small pertur-

bation of the front, then the absolute value of the temperature gradient before the front
becomes greater. Thus it can cause a convection motion that makes the perturbation
larger. In its turn, it increases the gradient, etc.

(2) Convection increases the heat loss from the front. This effect is more essential
for the case of a solid product rather than for a liquid product. In the first case the
convective motion mixes the liquid only ahead of the front; in the second case, it mixes
the hot product also. So the temperature at the front is greater.

(3) In the case of a solid product the convective motion prevents the propagation of
a perturbation along the front since the motion is towards the perturbation (see Figs.
6a, 7a). In the case of a liquid product the liquid motion does not directly influence the
propagation of the perturbation.

Thus for a solid product (1) destabilizes the front, whereas (2) and (3) stabilize it and
finally make it more stable. For a liquid product (1) destabilizes the front, (2) stabilizes
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it to a less extent than for a solid product, while (3) does not influence it. The front is
less stable.

The case of descending fronts can be considered similarly.
One more remark concerns velocity fields. Figures 2a, 3a, 4a, 5a, 5b, 5c show that

they can be different and rather complicated. In some cases (Fig. 5c), the level curves
of the stream function go from —oo to +oc in the x variable. It is a consequence of the
formulation of the model problem (3.1)-(3.4) in a moving coordinate system attached to
the front position, but this does not mean that there are some particles of the liquid that
move from —oo to +oo. Rather the whole structure moves and the motion of the liquid
is up and down about some average position.

We are currently doing the numerical computation of the complete problem (2.1)-
(2.4), using an adaptive pseudo-spectral domain decomposition [4]. The first numerical
results seem to be in agreement with the analytical results described in this paper.

8. Appendix. In this Appendix we describe the method used to derive the matching
conditions (3.17)-(3.22). We consider both the outer and the inner expansions of the
velocity and recall that r) — zi£-1 where £ is a small parameter. We have

v(x,y,zi) = v0(x,y,zi) +sv1{x,y,zi) + e2v2(x, y, zx) + £3v3(x, y, z{) + 0(e4),

V(.x,y,£T)) = v0(x,y,ri) +sv1(x,y,r]) + e v2(x,y,rj)+£ v3(x,y,rj) + 0{e ).

In determining the outer and the inner expansions, we use two different limit processes
[17]: an outer limit defined by

v0(x,y,zi)= lim v(x,y,zi)
z\ fixed

£->0

and an inner limit defined by

v0{x,y,r))= lim v(x,y,er)).
rj fixed

£->0

To get (3.17) we use the matching principle:

lim r„(x. //. 21) - lim v0(a:,y,rj).
z i —> znO 77—>±oc

We write the outer expansion in terms of the inner variable 77 and use the Taylor
expansion:

v{x,y,zt) = vo(x,y,0) + £{v'0(x, y, 0)77 + vi(x, y, 0))

+ e2(^o (x> 2/- + v'i{x, y, 0)/? + v2(x, y, 0))

+ e3(iv'o(x,y,0)r]3 + \v'{{x,y,Q)r]2 + v'2(x,y,0)ri + v3(x,y,0))

+ 0(£4).
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Using the outer limit and the inner limit process again we have

»;(x,|/,0)>!+ »,(*. 5,0) = lim HfeVli!)
z\ fixed £

£ — 0

\ ,• v{x,y,sr]) - v0(x,y,r])
v\(x,y,ri) = lim  .

77 fixed £
e-^0

The matching principle gives (3.18). We repeat this process to give the other matching
conditions.
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